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I. INTR~DIJCTI~N 
Adke and Moyal [l] (h ere-in-after referred to as I) have considered a model 
of a stochastic population with constant birth and death rates diffusing on a 
line according to the usual Brownian motion scheme with constant coefficient 
of diffusion. In this note we consider a generalization of their model to include 
time dependent birth and death rates. Thus in this generalized model we 
assume that an individual at position x at time t has in the time interval 
(4 t + St>, a probability p(t) St + o(St) of dying and a probability 
h(t) St + o(St) of giving birth to a new individual at the same position X. 
The chances of more than one birth and/or death in the same time interval 
are o(St). Here x(t) and p(t) are positive valued functions oft only. The diffu- 
sion process, as in I, is a simple Gaussian process, i.e., if an individual be at 
a position x at time 7 > 0, then its position at time t > 7 subject to its sur- 
vival during (T, t) is specified by the probability density, 
p&v, t [ x, T) = [24t - ~)]-l/~ exp [- (y - X)2/2(t - T)]. (1.1) 
We refer to I and [2] for a discussion of the stochastic process which is a 
multiplicative point process, formulated by the above assumptions. The 
discussion here, as in I, proceeds in terms of indistinguishable individuals 
and the generating function (g.f.), conditional on one ancestor at position x 
at time 7, defined by 
where 
G(z, 8, t j x, T) = 2 znGn(W, t 1 x, T), (1.2) 
?$=U 
1. x is a complex number such that 1 z ] < 1. 
2. e(m) = (e,, e2, -.,e,), n > 1, is a point in the n-dimensional Eucli- 
dean space R,, . 
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3. G,(P), t 1 X, 7) is a symmetric function of Or ,8a, ***, 0, (i.e. one which 
is invariant under permutations of O1 , O2 , *a*, 0,) given by 
f(y(a), 2 1 X, T) being the conditional probability density corresponding to a 
transition from one individual at possition x at time r to 71 individuals at 
positions yi , ya , *a*, yn at time t. 
4. G,(P), t/x, T), by convention, represents the probability of extinc- 
tion of the population at time t, conditional on one individual at x at time 7. 
II. THE BACKWARD EQUATION AND ITS SOLUTION 
The g.f. G(z, 0, t 1 x, T) can be shown to satisfy the “backward” equation 
; G(z,% t I X, 7) = h(T) + /‘CT) - +-$I ‘3.~ 0, t 1 x, T> 
- h(T) G’2’(x, 8, t 1 X, T) - /L(T), (2-l) 
where G(2+z, 0, t 1 x, ) r is the g.f. conditional on two ancestors both at x 
at time 7. An analysis similar to that adopted in I leads to the following iterative 
form of the solution of (2.1), 
Go(e”‘, t / X, T) = po(7, t) = 1 - w-l(T, t) eXp [- p(T, t)], 
Gl(e, t 1 X, T) = pl(-7, t) eXp [ieX - e2(t - 7)/q, 
G,(e'"', t / X, T) = pl(T, t) 1” x(U)p,‘(u, t) eXp [- @E(u - T)/2] 
r 
x H,(ey t 1 x, u) du, n = 2, 3,.... (2.2) 
In the above po(T, t) is the probability of extinction of the population in the 
time interval (7, t) conditional on one ancestor at time 7, and 
2. f(T, t) = 1: [P@) - h(u)] du, 
3. W(T, t) = 1 + exp [--- ~(7, t)] I’ x(u) exp [p(T, u)] du, 5 
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x G-@,+, > - b. , t I X, T), 
where the right hand side is summed over all the n! permutations 
Set e(n) = (0,0, a.+, 0) in (2.2) and we obtain the probabilities ~~(7, t) of 
n individuals at time t conditional on one individual at time T, of the gene- 
ralized birth and death process (cf. Kendall [3]), 
p,(T, t) = eXp [- p(T, t)] w-‘(7, t) [l - w-‘(T, t)]“-‘, n > 1. (2.3) 
III, ASYMPTOTIC SPATIAL, DISTRIBUTION 
In order to investigate the asymptotic spatial distribution we set, without 
loss of generality, x = 0. Moreover we make the assumption that A(t) and 
p(t) are continuous functions of t such that for fixed 7, 
L(T, t) = j” h(u) du, 
z 
M(T, t) = j” p(u) du (3.1) T 
converge to finite limits as t -+ m. It now follows that 
0 -q& exp L.* P(T, 91 = exp LIZ P(T, a)] < 00, 
1 <!A? w(T, t) = w(T, =‘) < O”, (3.2) 
which in turn imply that f&(7, QJ) = lim,,, &(T, t) exists and is not zero 
for all n > 0. We then obtain 
lim G,(e/d/t, t 1 0, T) = !&-$(T, t) exp [- P/2] t- 
= z%(T, -> exP [- a/2]. (3.3) 
Further, for n > 1 
lim G,(e(*‘/l/t - 7, t IO, T) 
t- 
- &(T, “),‘& j; -k(u, 7, t) du (3.4) 
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where 
if 7 < u < t and zero otherwise. To evaluate (3.4) note that 
n-1 
- 
= (n - 1) X(u)p,(u, t) < (n - 1) h(u), (35) 
i.e. Jn(u, 7, t) is dominated by the integrable function (n - 1) h(u) on (T, ~0). 
Hence by the Lebesgue -dominated convergence theorem, 
Assume that 
fir-n- G,,,(tW/d/t, f (0, T) = $‘m(T, w) exP [ - 2 f$j (3.7) 
for m < n. By (3.3) this is true for m = 1. It therefore follows that 
(3.8) 
whence by the use of (2.3) and the usual induction argument, we obtain the 
result that for all n 3 1, 
t& Gn(ecn’/d/t, t / 0, T) = f&(7, O”) eXp [ - 2 e;] . (3.9) 
Thus the characteristic function of the distribution of Yj = yj/dt - T, 
j = 1, 2, -.-, n conditional on existence of n individuals at time t obtained 
from one individual at position x = 0 at time T, given by 
%f,(e’“), t 1 0, T) = G,(ecn)/Gl t 10, T)/p,h t) 
tends to exp [- ET==, f3$ as t -+ 03. Hence the variates Yj are asymptotically 
distributed as n independent standard normal variates. In discussing these 
results in Section IV we have set 7 = 0 in order to facilitate comparison with I. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 
Adke and Moyal have shown in I that when both x(t) and p(t), are con- 
stants independent of t, the asymptotic distribution of 
conditional on n individuals at t, is a normal distribution with zero mean and 
unit standard deviation. Moreover asymptotically the variates (ri --jj)/fi 
are all zero with unit probability. The result of Section III of the present 
note implies thatg/fl, conditional on n, has asymptotically a normal distribu- 
tion with zero mean and standard deviation n-1/z. The variates (y, -7)/z/j 
are no longer zero with unit probability. The asymptotic independence of 
ri/z/t established in Section III, is obvious in view of our condition (3.1). 
For convergence of L(T, t) and M(T, t) as t + 00 implies that h(t) and p(t) 
both tend to zero as t +m. Thus a long time after the inception of the 
population the birth and death process ceases to operate and we are left 
with n independently diffusing individuals. The analysis of Section III 
provides a rigorous justification of this intuitive argument. 
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